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fih Li iik is the official publication of the Garden State Spacernodeling Society
(Section 439 of the National Association of Rocketry) and is published for the
enlightenment and entertainment of its membership.
Others interested in receiving this publication may do so for the annual subscription rate
of $7.50 for 6 issues. Overseas subscriptions are $17.50. Please send this money payable
in USD to Arnold Klein, 2 Oneida Avenue, Rockaway, NJ 07866.
The Editor invites and encourages all to submit articles, photographs, plans, letters to the
editor, etc., for future publication. In addition to articles, the Editor welcomes and
encourages constructive feedback oil each an every issue. Please send all material to:
Jack Sarhage
875 River Road
Piscataway, NJ 08854-5549
Non-copyrighted material published in Tih
iitih 1.ftIk may be used by other
publications provided proper credit is given to the original author and this newsletter.

LAUNCH WINDOW:
Anyone wishing to attend any GSSS activity should call the GSSS hotline (908) 658-9417
the morning of, to verify the event is still on. If the event is cancelled, the recording will
be updated at 9AM.
A NOTE ON NORTH BRANCH PARK. Please keep in mind that the park and weather conditions dictate what
we
allow to fly. Just because a rocket is under the one pound limit, do not assume it is an automatic launch. It
the RSO
does not feel the model can be safely flown or recovered within the parks boundaries, it will not be flown regardless
of the weight or impulse. If some other activity shows up and starts using the adjoining fields, the RSO will
reduce
impulse for all flights. So, bring some small stuff just in case. REMEMBER, WE SHARE THE PARK. We
do not
pay a fee and most of us are not a resident of that county. Rocket flying fields in New Jersey are in short supply,
and
we are protective of the fields we have. If you’re unhappy with this limitation, then we invite you to help us in gaining
legal access to privately owned, large, open fields.

Sat.. January 3]., 1998
10:00 am
3:00 pm
Sport Launch
-

Sat.. February 28. 1998
10:00 am 3:00 pm
Sport Launch
-

Sat., March 28. 1998
10:00 am
3:00 pm
Sport Launch
-

ALL OF THE ABOVE LAUNCHES WILL BE HELD AT NORTH BRANCH PARK
ON OUR COVER: This issue is dedicated to Mr. G. Harry Stine, NAR #2. I took these photos during
tbe Pearl
Seminar in 1988 of him doing what he probably enjoyed best, sharing Model Rocketry. The NAR logo
and number
2 in the upper right hand corner of the cover will appear on each issue during 1998. Thank you, Mr. Stine!!

NOTE: DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS FEBRUARY 20!!!

Mr. G. Harry Stine is Gone: I am sure that all
of you are aware that Mr. Stine, NAR #2, died
Monday, November 3, 1997 apparently of a
heart attack. This will not be obituary in the
sense that I knew him will enough to write one.
I will leave that to those that can do it in the
manner he deserves.
I met him once at an NAR reunion held at the
17th Annual Pearl River Modroc Seminar in
April 1988 and I treasure the photo of us
comparing his Aerobee-Hi with my MRC
Sidewinder missile. Later, as the after dinner
speaker I remember him saying, ‘model rocketry
is living on the edge of disaster... .we must be
careful not to lose what we have and we can do
this only by policing ourselves and others... .if
model rocketry wasn’t started when it was it
could not be done today.” I still feel that way.
He saw universities and colleges using model
rocketry more in the future. This prediction has
come true and in the lower grades, too. He
encouraged us with the changes coming by
saying, “accept them, don’t fight it, but
incorporate it into the system.” And, when the
evening was done you had the feeling that the
hobby was secure when he said that it is still the
“safest hobby.. .except for stamp collecting.”
The accolades you will see and hear are well
earned. As Mark Bundick, NAR President, wrote
ISSUE 122

“His list of accomplishments and the body of
work he leaves behind are too long to mention.
Harry was one of a kind, a man we cannot ever
hope to replace.”
There will be memorials a plenty set up in his
name but, I think the greatest gift we can give,
and one he himself would ask for, is that we
take care of what he has given all of us that
enjoy the hobby/sport of model rocketry.
May God rest his soul and bring peace to his
family and friends.
New Jersey Adopts NFPA 1122: Ironically on
the same day G: Harry Stine died the State of
New Jersey adopted NFPA 1122. We have
devoted the next three pages to a report by Dr.
Bob Kreutz. Thank you Dr. Bob for this report
and all you have done to bring this change
about.
Commemorative T-Shirts: These are still in the
works. My original source of transfers decided
to increase the price. A new source has been
found and I hope to have samples by the first
launch in January.
Election Results: Your club officers for the next
two years are President, Jack Sarhage; Vice
Presidents, Ken Goddard and Kurt Koegel; and
Secretary/Treasurer, Arnold Klein. NOTE:
THERE WILL BE A CLUB MEETING HELD
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SPORT
LAUNCH BETWEEN NOON AND 1:00 pm.
THE RANGE WILL BE SHUT DOWN DURING
THIS PERIOD.
Order of the Golden Igniter: “Official NAR
Sport Cards” will be available at the January
launch for you to begin logging your flights
toward this award. See Issue 121 for rules.
There is a section on these cards reading,
“Launch Crew Use Only” and it will be your
responsibility to be sure they fill it in.
Wearing Two Hats: Since I’ll be wearing two
hats this column will be used for both the Editor
and GSSS President to bring matters to your
attention. As Editor, I am asking that you help
filling up the space by sending your articles,
plans, photos, etc for publication. As President,
I am asking that you help bring about those
things that are meaningful to you and to the
Model Rocketry family. THANK YOU!!!!!

The Launch Rack
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Legislative Update

regulation, and; “Adoption by Reference,” where the
basic code is used but certain portions are changed
to comply with State law or additions are made that
may have been mandated by legislation. Adoption
by Reference is the condition under which the State
of New Jersey now utilizes NFPA 1122.

New Jersey
Aciopis:
I

NFPA 1122
Statewide Safety Increased
With National Coherence
By

Dr. Bob Kreutz
Official
Published in the November
3rd, 1997, New Jersey Register, the State of New
Jersey has officially repealled the old regulations for
Model Rocketry and replaced them with NFPA
1122. From the Department of Labor, Division of
Workplace Standards comes: Model Rocketry,
Adopted Repeal and New Rules: N.J.A.C. 12:194.
Long overdue because of manpower shortages
mandated by Governor Whitman, the rewrite of New
Jersey’s model rocketry regulations have finally
been revised. Adoption of NFPA 1122 brings New
Jersey into accord with nationaly recognized and
accepted guidelines. Doing so greatly increases the
scope of New Jersey’s Regulation: NJAC 12:194,
and allows Hobby Rocket activity to take place
within
well
defined
nationally
recognized
specifications in order to guide our science minded
citizens and youth, safely.

Adoption of NFPA 1122
brings New Jersey into
accord with nationaly recognized
and accepted guidelines.
As early as April, 1995 I had recommended
adoption by reference of NFPA 1122 to the
Commissioner of Labor, Semour Rubenstein. Using
the code as the State’s own regulation(s) is termed
“adoption.”
There are 2 different formats for
adopting a nationally recognized code: “Adoption by
Transcription,” whereby the code is transcribed in its
entirety, without change, to be used as the State
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...many benefits of this new regulation
is actually for non-State residents...
One of the many benefits of this new
regulation is actually for non-State residents. As a
nationally recognized code, out-of-state, that is:
visiting sport and competition fliers, will now be
knowledgable of and familiar with New Jersey’s
Regulations before they arrive,
eliminating
confusion and increasing safety awareness.
Additional recommendations were proposed
to the present Commissioner of Labor, Mel Gelade,
that along with adoption of NFPA 1122, the State of
New Jersey also adopt NFPA 1127, “Code for High
Power Rocketry.” This was proposed in order to
include motors, technologies and aspects of Hobby
Rocketry that exceed the limits defined in NFPA
1122. Unfortunately, this part of the proposal was

.the Department of Labor cannot
adopt any other national standards
without the explicit statutory authority
to do so.
rejected, not because of unworthiness, but on the
grounds that the Department of Labor cannot adopt
any other national standards without the explicit
statutory authority to do so. In other words: another
“Act of Legislation.” could be necessary.
The
expiration date for the current State Regulation,
NJAC 12:194, is November 3, 2002. This would be
the next time that the regulations could be changed
by a “bill,” the prevailing law making operation, if
proposed and passed through the legislature. You
should all recall, this “Act” was also the procedure
used to eliminate the NJ State Permit in January,
1992. Culminating with a state wide legislative
letter writing campaign, the lobbying effort on the
part of Garden State Spacemodeling Society was
the last of a series of multiple attempts that

The Launch Rack
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successfully revised NJ State Laws. This “laborious
effort,” on the part of many individuals, took over 10
years to complete. Not a very optimistic out look.
However....

there is a another way...
...However, there is another way... In my
communications with Mr. Howard Black, Director of
the Office of Safety Compliance, New Jersey State
Department of Labor, a more direct and time saving
opportunity does exist to append our current
regulations. The sooner the better?
The original bill S-2424 was sponsored by
Senator Gerald Stockman, who introduced it on
April 25, 1988. It survived one administration in the
legislature, then changed designation to S-490 while
stalled in the Assembly Law and Public Safety
Committee hearings. Mary Roberts (Estes) and I
(for GSSS) testified before the committee to help its
advancement. The bill was finally enacted when
signed by Governor Florio, January 9th, 1992. Now,
if former Senator Stockman proposes that his
original bill (which became NJAC 12:194,) be
ammended to also include the adoption of NFPA
1127, the Department of Labor can revise the
current regiulations to include NFPA 1127 in the
current law. This could be premised on the grounds
of “advancing technology” since the the time the bill
was originally conceived and public accessability to
products that exceed NFPA 1122 after being
adopted by NJ. However, Senator Stockman is no
longer in Office, he now practices Malpractice Law
in Trenton.
Current efforts will concentrate on
contacting Senator Stockman in an attempt to
persuade him to recommend the change to his
original bill.
The body of the new code follows, from the
New Jersey Register, listing ammendments and
rationale for the adoption of NFPA 1122.

The Conversion of the states to 1127
is going to be a slow, long-term
project. It’s taken 40 years to get all
the states to adopt 1122 or something
functionally equivalent to it...
J. Pat Miller
-
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OMSON OF WORKPLACE STANDARDS
Mod4 Rocketry
Adopted Repeal and New Rules: N.J.A.C. 12:194
Proposcd August 18, 1997 at 29 NJ.. 37O2a).
Mopted Octob& 10, 1997 by Mel GeL.wL. Commi.eioeez
Dvpartmeut of Labor.
FlIed: October 10. 1997 as R.1997 d.468, wUbot chagge.
Aithodty: NJ.S.A. 2J:1C4 e* seq., spoeiI1y 21:1CEUecthe Da*e November 3, 1997.
Expfration £Itu: November 3, 2002.
$uanana,7 of Hearkig OMcer’s Repoif a Agency Reiporsest
A public hearkig cii the proposed 2epeal and new nilea wes hcd 00
Septosber 3, 1997 at tha Department of Labor, Jubo icb Plazi. Treoicii.
?#w Jczacy. Difrdit L. Wctsr, Rsp)amry omeer, wee avalieble to
the bearing and to rccrive teedineny. While no a appeased
jve
tcatimoey on tht proposed repeal sad new ,ues. Dr. Robert?. lcrcma. DDS,
provided wrftku onalmeots. The bcartoj cu toa,nmcaded that the nites
be adopted without change. The public lr5 record my be rsvlewcd by
csotact1a DcirtkS L Webst, RepsIaloty Officer, Office of Reiiliy
Services, Office of die Comm lsasceu, Depazunent of Labor. 70 Ds 110.
Tcnuoo, New Jwy 08625.0110.

Summary of Public
Wruquti commenas ware rrcer’ad from Robert?. Emeis, D1$

COMMllNT It le highly reounncecicd that the Co i1oerr of Labor
lntptentc by safereace the Nadonal Fbs ftowctlon Agency (Nfl’A)
Standerd 112f (NJTA 1127, 1995 04,) whirt, like NFPA 1122, proposed for
adopdoa by reference, romaine Instructional *iddchnee cod apecifle atandardi
Ser die design,
ndogg ilmimtion of power td rcllebility of rocket
matoor mazmtaured far sale to th. public and ibm the design snd cootmiction
of bobby rockets propelled by them motors whIch extecd those damilied is
NFPA 1I.
RESPOl4SE Through am idinenre to N.J.S.A. 21:1A-17 er seq., the
isIzuru mandated that the Department adopt by refcmnnce N?A 1122,
Code for Model Rckisxy, 1994 editIon end any Lutneqoem tWldUteat1
thtreto as the rules for die mef*aiun end toe of ccploiJvas to model end
amateUr rocketry In the Stale of New Jersey. In Ilgia of title, tee Deparmieni
adopt any other eteloncI elandarde wkbci* the czp&it cty
enthority do so.
Federal Standards Statareest
There le so Federal 1ev or

atione which wern the adopted tepc,l end

new rules. As a iamb, the adopted repeal sod new nilca do ant exceed
atandertle or r ilmewents Imposed by tthdaral law. A. a mesh, a Federal
aneiderd analysis Is
required.
-

Full tnxt of the .dopdoa *illows.

aIAPThR 194

MODEL ROcKrRT

suBaIAPTER 1.

ORAL STANDARDS

12:194.4.1 Propaso
This dtsptu is promulgated to casabUab winbnnm safety icqáaaan
sod standards for the marwmadurc sod one of xploalvse In model and
amatear roáats7.

11t194-1.2. Scope
This chapter le applicable to rocket expedmantaulon by am$ewa,
Including Lbs mixing of rocket propellant., and the eels, stoengs,
uanaporiatkn arid use of rocket propsUanu and prelosded, fassory-mado
conunerdal model rocket engines that do sot require mixing the
propellant, as set forth in the NaJioeaJ Hre ftotection AoAation 11
12:194-1.3 Adq*ioubym.forencn
(a) The etteedat* of the National Flm Potecon Aeeoolado” (NFPA)

1122, “Code f Modcl Rocketry,” 1994 ediioa and subsequent

amendments diercto arc hereby kxxzpcaated by reference an the mice *x
the manuf.ture end use of ezpkslves in model and senren, modisesy.
Copies of th* NFPA 1122 may be obtained from the uS. Government
Publkationr. Supcrhtecodcnt of Documcess, uS Goversenm Prh*bg
Office, We mgws. DC 20402.
(b) In addition to the standards incessted by re(see, thi5 duspttr
sets forth additional taleS 0WfOnt the t of model and
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SUBQLA,rER 2.

FINITIONS
22:194-2.1 Detlnalcas
Thy fa&wlt worde and Im$, when mcd in this 4
’çr shah havc
the following mcaiünga unless the onnte*t ne*dy i4diazes otheiwisc.
Ais” means NJ.&A. 21:1C-1 etaoq..
‘Apwoed means aovid by the New Jersey Commer of
Labor.
‘Amhorüy having jwlsdlak*” mea in the New Jersey
Commisa4ona of Labor.
means the New Jczsay Corniiñuoeet of Labr or his
or her saitbotised rsscntadve.
the New Jersey Depertineat of La.
Madel rocket” means a wcWJy made rodor that Is *opefled by
a odcet nmwr
1. That contaiss a devise far returning k to the gzvced in a condition
to fly agile;
2. Who.. atrsawal parta are mad. of p.pu, wcOd, or lecskk

plastic and cvntaiu no sub.tantiai metal pazm sad
3. .Whose nizziazy usage Inc the porpcaea of eduo.zion, raosthi. and
sporting competition.
“NFPA 1122 Codck shell mesa the National M Proteckm
Associaticm 1122 Code for modal rOcJcey.
“Rockat nxior means a dev*C that provides the neCesSary farce or
to
a rocket to move and the farce or tieuat Is created by the
discharg. of ns geanrated by combustion, decomponitioc, diaugs of
or thcr operstina at maretlals completely stored within the rocket
motor during [be
neccisl in ifacturhig pomsa sod requiring no
mliing
opabame.

AGE RTh1CnONS
12:194-11 Anrjctjons
(a) A persett at least 12 ye of age, ha less then 14 years of age,
who is a pectic
iii a bees fida model rocket education program pray
fire a model rocket bearing thc standardised angina coding 1/4A., lt2A.
A. B and C only when uzidor the dIrect mpervieaoa anti coanol at a
on who Is at leset 21 years at age and only duting the oneaw yE’ the
model rocket ak2kI piograni.
(b) A mioa ax least 14 years of age, et Ic.. than. 18 years of age,
shell be aligibte In purchase end me a model mehet bearing the
standardized engine coding 1A, 113A, .4. B end C provided that the
pon
a coaent farm signed bye cnt or legal guardian.
(c) A psco at least 18 yneri of age shall be permitted to purchase and
u as model rocl.cof any typeorslza.
SUB1APThR 3.

SUBCHAPTER 4

CRT1ICAT1ONS

12:194—4.1 CertifIcation requkemoals
(a) A model rss shall ant be o1d. offered far sale, made available
to the pithlle. or used ía this eW salcea it has been certified by the
Coeemio.u of Labs.
(b) Any model rockets eaetiflcd by the Nsiocal A”On of
M’kany is deemed omdfled by the Cosamiersonat of Labor for sale and
(C) The .Dspaztnme shall maintain a eanme and ccunçrlcla list of nil
modal rockets which have been certified by rho
‘“er at Labor
for edt and me anti shall make ench list available to the puiste uimo

SUDcIIAPTllR 5.
12. 1945.1

PERMiTS

Permit reiidius

the storage of marc
A person shall be required to obtain a petmil
than 100 kllogrirras (2Z) pounds) at erdhl prop&Ianx ml mckcls. No
esbcr permit shall be mqehnd far the pienrndcm, eec, purdiase,
banipoitatice, or isle of modal rockets.
12:194S2

Setroga pcemhs

(a) AppIcaLioee for a storage parent shell be made

C

to

the

SUBCILAJ’FER 6. VIOATONs,7ENAL aSlW HSARINDS
12194-6.1
(a) A imou who violates any ci the pauvimose of the A or any mice
or oodes adopted thereunder, shall be liable for en adminleuatlvc penalty
at $100.00.
(b) Each incIdent hi vfnlss of the
of ibis Act, or any
nde or code adopted thersander shall coestiteto an addItIonal perste
and distinct offenic.
(c) Unsatisfied penalties skI be recovered by the Cmnn’—ne.r is a
dvll action by a eunruy proceeding waler (Ire Penalty Euarccxnsx
LAw, NJ.SA. 2A584 Cl seq. In the county or in’-’k’pWy where (Ire

12; 194-6.2 Hearings
(a) No adjuhdatradv. penalty shall be Icvlcd parmana to this chapter
unites the alleged violator Is pnwidcd with:
1. Ninlfleatian of the varion;

2. Th. amoion of the penalty to ho lmpo.ed
3. An opportunity to request a formal bearing.
(b) A request tar fermal hearing mmt be made in wriling sod received
withIn 10 lr days following wvioe at thø Notice at Violation.
(c) Al burlap shell be conducted pursuant to the F.EnIá*adve
Procedure Act NJ.&A. S2;14D-1 at seq. in lbs Unlfona Atknlahiradv.
Procedure Make, NJ.A.C. 1:1.
(d) If a hearing Is not requested, the Nori of Violation shell become
the final order upon eapuazion of the 10-day period following receipt
thu
(c) The operator may request the initiation of a sculcmanc conference
at the Dine that the request tar formal hearing is made. If a seUletnont
conference is requested. or if the Department detenrijtica that a settlenctu
conference would be useful, the settlement conference shall be scheduled
and conducted by the Department within 30 days of the receipt of their
reqoest for a formal heating.
(t) If a $atr]eznczg U not agreed upon or no serdecacot conference Is
scheduled., the request foes formal bearing shall be trasamined to the
Olin of Admjntsuativc Law (OAL).
(g.) Paymeat of the penalty shall be due what the final ,cacy
determination is leaned or when notification becomes th fizj;I decIsion
because no appeal has been filed.
(h) All paymenrs shall be made payable to the Department at Labor in
the form of a certified chck or money order, or sucta other forte that the
Department deems hvitabk
(I) Upon cny of the final ardc the pcnahy lmpcsed may be
recovered with the cast and the eammary proceeding tx,mrnence4 by the
Ccrnmrenoner pursuant ‘a the Penalty Eflforccment Law, NJ.S.A.
2A55-leL seq.

Unfortunately and ironicly, November 3rd is
a day we will remember for a very somber and
tragic reason, the passing of G. Harry Stine, NAR
#2. Harry was a Co-founder of the NAR and Model
Rocketry’s long time friend and representative, as
Chairman of the NFPA Technical Committee on
Pyrotechnics. Mr. Stine, possibly above all others,
was responsible for developement and promulgation
of NFPA 1122, the basis of our safety code. His
efforts should be remembered by all, for the health
and well being of each rocketry hobbyist and the
countless number of injuries and accidents that
have ultimately been avoided. That is the safety
record we can so proudly boast.

on foruis pervided by him or her and shell contain sach

lmazion Indudleg the eipl1canrs asset, addxt mid amount at model
mnta hang (b) Any peisek Is rvo by the Con’m”'””r for any violatitet of
the Aor or any nilce arcades e&çtto.S tberomdcr.

Fly High Harry
-

and

Thank You I
ISSUE 122
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An Analysis of the New Apogee Micro
Motors
What Makes Them so Much Fun?
By Tim Van Milligan
NAR 35872
In this article I thought it might be a good idea to review the
characteristics of the Apogee 10.5mm diameter motors for
people who are not familiar with them. Before I begin, I’ll tell
you my reasons for doing this article. First, there is that selfserving motivation to sell more rocket motors. I clearly admit
this, but there is another reason too. Being a modeler myself,
knowing the good and bad points of the motors would allow
me to use them to their best advantage; as well as staying away
from those situations where the motors are not useful or that
could be unsafe. By letting other modelers know these opin
ions too, I believe that we’ll keep the hobby much safer and
more fun.
First I’d like to list all the general characteristics of the
motors. Then I’ll give my opinions and reasons for the advan
tages and disadvantages that each trait offers, compared to
motors made by Estes or Quest. I’ll try to keep the orientation
of the comparison geared toward “sport” models, because that
is where most modelers get their enjoyment.
Here are the characteristics that I’ll go into depth about:
1. Small diameter
2. Longer lengths
3. Low thrust level
4. Longer burn duration
5. Low case mass
6. Price
7. Specific Impulse
8. Total Impuse
From these characteristics, you can make your own conclu
sions as to whether these motors would meet your own needs.

Small Diameter
The most obvious trait of the new motors is their skinny
diameter
10.5mm. From a competition modeler’s point of
view, the smaller the diameter of the model, the higher it can
fly because it has lower drag. So this is a very large advantage
in that situation.
And smaller models are typically less expensive to build
compared to big rockets needing heavy-duty construction.
Therefore the advantage of having a smaller motor can mean
that the overall model cost can be cheaper too, For example,
you don’t need any expensive tools, equipment or supplies like
epoxies to build small models. Typically all you need is a knife
—

• and some wood glue.
But the skinny diameter also allows the development of some
unique sport models. A good example is the “peanut-size”
models. Already many modelers are building scale rockets in
tiny sizes that are cute and friendly. The new Micro V-2 kit
from Apogee Components can only be made as small as it is
because of the small diameter of the 10.5mm motors.
The aerodynamics of bigger models can be improved by
using a smaller motor too. A simple modification that can be
made to “non-minimum diameter” models is to put a boattail
on it to make a streamlined shape. Then those 1950’s style “Buck
Roger” rockets can be made super slick to fly a lot higher.

A boattail will streamline the
model for less drag; and give it
an attractive appearance.

I like to think that one of the greatest advantages the smaller
size gives for sport models is the ability to have sliding mecha
nisms carried internally. An example of this is the “sliding pod”
type rocket glider. The motor’s small size means that it can
slide easily inside a larger tube, so repositioning the mass of
the model after burnout is far easier. And it can be done while
keeping the overall size of the model small to reduce the con-

Micro V-2 rocket with boattail
ISSUE 122

Example of a simple glider actuation system
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struction costs. Another example of a sliding mass is the “rearejection” type models. Here the “slider” is the motor itself. And
by careful positioning of the centering rings around the motor,
you can create a pocket for the recovery device. This compart
ment will help protect the parachute from the heat of the ex
haust gases, so recovery wadding won’t be needed.

ing models. But again, this is a fairly easy modification to “un
built kits”
just move the position of the motor block for
ward to accomadate the longer motors. Another option is to let
a portion of the motor hang out the rear of the model, and then
compensate for it with extra nose mass (if necessary).
—

Low thrust level
The 2-Newton average thrust level of the motors is a big
advantage for models that are fragile and can’t withstand high
liftoff stresses. Models can be built using lighter-weight mate
which again improves the overall performance of the
rials
model by allowing them to fly higher. And again, light-weight
materials are typically less expensive. You can use paper (heavy
cardstock) fins instead of balsa, and balsa instead of basswood
or plywood.
One example of a typically fragile model is the boost glider.
I think that we have all seen models shred at liftoff, and the
problem is that the model was over-powered. A lower thrust
motor like the micro motors increases the sucess of the launch
by lowering the forces trying to tear the model apart.
The other characteristic that low thrust motors offer is the
model will lift off from pad slower. This could be either good
or bad depending on the situation. If the model is “neutrally
stable,” taking off slower would probably mean that it would
go unstable after clearing the rod. But for models that are stable,
the slower liftoffs are nice; it gives the model a “realistic” ap
pearance, like real NASA style rockets that also lift off slow.
And when they lift off slow, the roar of the motor seems to be
around longer and sounds louder; enhancing the pleasure of
the lift-off.
And slow lift-offs are great for spectators who might have a
hard time following the flight of a very fast model. You’ve
probably stood next to a person at a launch who asked: “Where
did it go?” And since slow flights are easier to track, this low
ers the chances that they might be lost in the haze of the sky.
And it is always nice to return home without losing your favor
ite model.
The low flight speeds are fantastic for competition model
ers. Because the drag on the model stays lower, the model can
fly higher. You can read more about this in Apogee’s Technical
Publication #1. Even for sport models, there will be a slight
but noticable altitude increase because the drag on the model is
lower.
The main drawback of the low thrust from the motors is
that it limits the size model that can be safely lifted. So typi
cally, models using the new motors are limited to BT-55 size
and smaller. But there is still more “grunt” force from the mo
tors than you would expect, and some heavy or draggy models
can still be flown, It is best to check the maximum liftoff masses
listed on the instructions that come with the motors.
—

Nose cress
Peer engine boast glider utilizing ‘cc,. ejection’

The disadvatage of the “odd” size is that the motors do not
simply slip into your existing rockets. But this drawback is
easily overcome with a motor mount adapter to increase the
diameter of the motor to make it fit larger models. Transitioning
from “micro” to “mini” is easily accomplished with a few wraps
of masking tape over the diameter of the motor.

CL-_Ti____
A motor mount adapter can be used to allow
the micro motors to be used in kits with larger
motor mounts.
Longer lengths
The next most obvious trait of the new motors is they are
longer in length than modelers are farmiliar with. The reason
for the longer length is a result of the skinny diameter. The
extra length is needed to hold the proper amount of propellant
inside the motor. To get a full power “B” motor, you need around
6 grams of black powder, and if the motor is skinnier, it must
be made longer.
The advantage from the longer length is that it moves the
Center-of-Gravity (CG) of the motor forward; and hence the
model’s CG forward too. This helps make the model more stable
when it is launched, hopefully increasing the safety of the flight.
So for a hobby modeler, they might not have to add extra nose
weight into a model to get it to fly straight; allowing a wide
variety of rocket shapes that can be launched. And as the motor
burns propellant, the CG continually moves forward and the
stability factor of the rocket increases; hence the overall safety
of the model is enhanced.
From the competitor’s standpoint, this is absolutely GREAT!
With the stability of the model increased, he has the option of
decreasing the area of the fins slightly without having the model
go unstable. And by reducing the area of the fins, the drag of
the model lowers, and it can fly even higher!
The big disadvantage of the longer length is similar to hav
ing an odd size diameter; the motors don’t readily fit in existISSUE 122

Longer burn duration
The increased length of the motors allow them to burn for a
significantly longer period of time. This is really noticeable for
most models, as the smoke column is really a nice crowd pleaser.
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I think a lot of people love long burn motors because they re
mind them of high powered rockets which also produce skyreaching smoke columns when they lift off. The longer ‘motor
roar’ duration is an added plus too (more rumble for the ruble
or dollar).
The longer burn could be a disadvantage if the model goes
into an erratic flight, as it could land in some dry grass while
still under power. But hopefully modelers will take precautions
to minimize this situation in any models they might fly by per
forming proper stability checks.
The other disadvantage is that the case is hotter after the
propellant is burned. Most times this isn’t a problem; by the
time the model descends to the ground, it has cooled to where
it isn’t noticable. But this heat can cause some types of glue to
soften or to shrink. This is one reason Apogee doesn’t recom
mend friction fitting the motors into engine mount tubes. The
adhesive on the tape can turn to goo making it difficult to re
move the motor after flight.
-

Low weight case
After the motor burns out, the case mass becomes dead
weight and reduces the performance (altitude, speed, and dura
tion aloft) of the model. So having a lightweight case like the
micro motors offer will increase the perfomance of the model.
The low mass also allows many different science fair ex
periments to be performed. One such example would be “opti
mum weight” experiments. With the low weight case, now you
have to add mass to the model to get it to an optimum mass for
best altitude. So comparing different motors to each other is
simple and fun to perform.
And when the motor weighs less, the overall model mass
will be lighter too. Therefore it doesn’t need to be built as strong
to survive hard landings, since it will descend slower, For ex
ample, you don’t too often see “0” powered helicopters, be
cause the helicopter blades would be easily damaged when the
model lands hard on the ground. But if lighter motors could be
used, the blades are more likely to survive to fly again.
As a comparison, the typical Estes 18mm motor has a case
that weighs about 10 grams, compared to less than 5 for the
Apogee “B” motor. The Estes mini motor (13mm dia) has a
case mass of 3 grams, which is still over the 2.5 gram mass of
the Apogee “A” motor.
It is hard to think of a disadvantage to having a lightweight
motor and model; so I can’t list anything here. If you need
more mass to make the model more stable, or to get up to opti
mum weight, it is better to add mass to the forward part of the
rocket by using tracking powder.

Price
Even though the micro motors are much cheaper than com
posite motors, the obvious disadvantage to the new micro mo
tors is their higher price compared to other black powder mo
tors made by Estes and Quest. It would be great if you could
have all the advantages already listed and a lower price too,
but there are always tradeoffs.
ISSUE 122

But if you compare performance versus price, the new Apo
gee motors are reasonable.

Specific Impulse
The measure of how much thrust is produced per pound of
fuel consumed is called “Specific Impulse.” This number is
used to compare motors to each other to see which is more
efficient. The higher a motor’s Specific Impulse number, the
more efficient it uses the propellant. So at this time we’ll com
pare different motors.
The composite propellant motors have all black powder
motors beat “hands-down.” They are almost twice as efficient
as the black powder motors. Here is a quick comparison of the
Apogee B7, the new B2, and the Estes B6.

Motor
Apogee B7
Apogee B2
Estes B6

Specific Impulse
1760.56 rn/s
833.3 rn/s
725.0 rn/s

As you can see, even though the B2 and B6 use the same
type of propellant, the B2 is slightly more efficient. How does
the Apogee B2 get more efficiency out of the same type of
propellant? The answer lies in the chamber pressure of the
motor. The Apogee black powder motor uses a stronger paper
which forces the
case, so it can hold more internal pressure
which
motor
the motor
makes
faster,
burning gases out of the
about
this by reading Apogee’s
efficient. You can learn more
book called “Model Rocket Propulsion.”
But operating at a higher chamber pressure does has its dis
advantages. If the motor should fail, you’ll hear a louder pop.
But so far, the micro motors are operating as designed, so we’ll
all have to wait and see if the paper is capable of keeping the
failure rate low in spite of the high pressures trying to blow it
apart.
—

Total Impuse
The Total Impulse of the motor is found by multiplying thrust
created by the motor (in Newtons) by its burn duration. So a
motor that produces an average of 2.5 Newtons of thrust for
two seconds has a Total Impulse of 5 Newton-seconds. This is
equivalent to the total power level of the motor, If you remem
ber how motors are classified, a “B” motor can have up to 5
Newton-seconds of Total Impulse. Since a “C” motor is twice
as powerful as a “B” motor, its Total Impulse would extend up
to 10 Newton-seconds.
So how does this number fit into our comparison? Isn’t a
“B” motor from one manufacturer the same power as a “B”
motor from another? The answer is “not always.” The Total
Impulse can be adjusted by the manufacturer of the motor and
it is affected by a variety of conditions. But mostly it is a qual
ity control aspect.
The Apogee micro motors were designed for high perfor
mance, so the Total Impulse of each has been set to the maxi
mum allowable for the motor. So a “B” motor from Apogee is
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very close to 5 Newton-seconds. To prove this for yourself,
you can get a copy of the NAR’s motor certification tests. In
theses tests, you can see that the Apogee motors have higher
total impulses than motors from other manufacturers within
the same motor classification. Therefore, they are slightly more
powerful.
How does this benefit you? For one thing, it will make your
rocket fly higher! It also tells you that you are getting the most
value for the money you paid for your motors. And since the
micro motors cost slightly more, you can feel confident that
you are getting everything you expected from the purchase,
and not being ripped off.

tors is that they seem to have a good ejection charge. This is
characterised by a loud pop when the parachute is ejected from
the rocket. While the ejection charge sounds “strong,” it has
been designed to pressurize a larger tube that has more internal
volume than a skinny rocket. So if you use the motors in a
larger diameter rocket, you can be assured that the motor will
most likely kick the parachute out to ensure a successful and
safe descent.

Conclusions
As you have read, the micro motors from Apogee have a lot
of qualities that make them a lot of fun to use even for “sport”
rockets. And these same qualities make them the best for com
petitions flights too. If the opportunity presents itself; why not
give them a try!
You can get more information about the Micro Motors from
the Apogee Components web site. The address is:
www.ApogeeRockets.com. You can also get a printed ver
sion of the Apogee catalog by sending $1 to:
—

Other Qualities of the Micro Motors
Good Tracking Smoke

—

Many people have commented that the little micro motors
have better tracking smoke than motors from other manufac
turers. This is great for making it easier to follow your rockets
into the air— meaning you’ll probably have a better chance of
a successful recovery for another flight.

Apogee Components, Inc
1431 Territory Trail
Colorado Springs, CO 80919-3323

Healthy Ejection Charge
Another comment that has been made about the micro mo

Micro V-2
Product No. 5021

$6.25 (INTRODUCTORY PRICE)

The blitz is back with another vengeance! The micro-motor powered V-2 Rocket is
ready to thunder into your fleet. At just under seven inches tall, this little dynamo will
capture those nostalgic feelings for the glory days of rocketry.
Real balsa wood is used for both the nosecone and tailcone. The tailcone is pre
drilled, ready to accept the motor tube for the 10.5mm motors. Add the balsa fins, launch
lug, and recovery system, and you’re ready to launch!
This is one of the most sought after rockets of all time. Order today!

Specifications:
Skill Level: 2 Previous Rocket Experience Suggested
Length: 17.15 cm (6.75”)
Diameter: 18 mm (0.736”)
Weight: 10 grams (0.35 oz)
Recovery Type: Streamer
Recommended 10.5mm Rocket Motors: 114A2-2 (first flight), l/4A2-4, l/2A2-2
(breezy days), 1/2A2-4, A2-3 (breezy days), A2-5.
-

The new V2 kit shown
with a 1/2A micro-motor
for size comparison.

* AVAILABLE NOV. 17, 1997 *
Apogee Components now
accepts these credit cards:
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GLUE DESIRED RINGS TO STIFF PAPER BOARD BEFORE CUTTING.
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GSSS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
DIRECTIONS TO NORTH BRANCH
PARK LAUNCH SITE

Name
Address
City

State_____________

North Branch Park is very near the traffic circle
junction of NJ Routes 22, 28, 202, and 206, near
Somerville. Follow 202 South from the circle for
2 miles, past Ortho Pharmaceutical and Harris Corp.
under railroad trestle marked “4H is Tops”, to right
turn onto Milltown Road. Make first left after
firehouse and 4H Center on right; follow
path to open field. Monthly launches from 10-4.

Zip___________ Birthdate____________________
Phone Number______________________________
NAR number

GSSS number_________

Membership Category (Check One)
Junior (Under 16)
$5.00
Leader(l6through2o)
$7.00
Senior (21 or over)
$10.00
Family Plan (Deduct $2.00 for each additional
family member,only one Launch Rack will be
sent.)

FFOM NORTH
NJ Turnpike South to Exit 10, 287 North to Exit 13,
202/206 South to Circle
FROM SOUTH
202 North to Milltown Rd.; or 206 North to Circle

I pledge to abide by the NAR/HIA Safety Code and
GSSS Constitution and Bylaws in all my
non-professional rocketry activities.
Signed
Date

FROM EAST
287 North to Exit 13, 202/206 South to Circle
FROM WEST
RI. 78 or RI. 80 East to 287 South to Exit 13,
202/206 South to Circle

Send this application along with check for dues payable
to: Arnold Klein,
2 Oneida ave Rockaway N.J. 07866

b

